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A : Seen Part

Answer to the question no-1
Choose the correct answer to each question from the alternatives. 1x7=7

(i) (a) Look for  (ii) (d) a collection of traditional stories which contains a belief.
(iii) (b) glorifying  (iv) (c) aristocratic  (v) (d) warrior
(vi) (a) ancient times  (vii) (c) ancient

Answer to the question no-2
Answering Questions
Any relevant and correct answer will get full marks.

Answer to the question no-3
Gap filling

(a) depending  (b) natives  (c) smiling  (d) notice  (e) busy

B : Unseen Part

Answer to the question no-4
Information transfer 1x5=5

(i) was born
(ii) his father/Faizur Rahman Ahmed
(iii) was published/published/the publication of
(iv) in 1981/1981
(v) on 19 July/19 July/at Bellevue Hospital

Answer to the question no-5 (True/False) 1x5=5

(a) True
(b) False: His father was killed during the Liberation War of Bangladesh.
(c) False: He was a professor of Chemistry in Dhaka University.
(d) False: He was awarded ‘Ekushey Padak’ thirteen years after he had got ‘Bangla Academy Award’.
(e) True/False: His grave is in Nusash Palli.

(N.B: In the given passage, there is a spelling mistake. Here Nusash is printed instead of Nuhash. If the correct spelling was printed, question no-e would be true. Nevertheless, both True and False should be taken.)

Answer to the question no-6
Cloze test with clues .5x10=5

(a) various  (b) without  (c) climate/ecology  (d) random  (e) desert
(f) rain  (g) crisis  (h) economy  (i) vital  (j) natural

Answer to the question no-7
Cloze test without clues 1x5=5

(a) victory/freedom/triumph/conquest/success/win  (b) free/independent/sovereign
(c) country/state/nation  (d) war/battle/struggle/fighting
(e) memorable/remarkable/vital/unique/red letter/glorious

Answer to the question no-8
Matching 1x5=5

a+iv : The role of women in nation building can't be denied any more in the situation of the world
b+i : It is not possible for any nation to reach its goal without allowing the women folk to play their active role.
c+iv : There was a time when women were looked down upon without any dignity and honour.
d+vi : They were the only instrument to serve the family affair.
e+ii : The outlook and attitude of the world towards women has been changed with the progress of civilization.
C : Grammar Part

Answer to the question no-9

Suffixes and Prefixes

(a) getting  (b) riser  (c) freshness/refreshment  (d) melodious  (e) earlier  
(f) physical  (g) physician  (h) various  (i) peaceful  (j) childhood

Answer to the question no-10

Use of Articles

(a) the  (b) the  (c) a  (d) x  (e) the  
(f) x/a/the  (g) A  (h) the  (i) the/x  (j) the/x

Answer to the question no-11

Changing Sentences

(a) Aren’t we proud of our freedom fighters?  
Or, Are we not proud of our freedom fighters?  
(b) Their contribution will always/ever be remembered/recalled.  
(c) Today what a miserable life many freedom fighters lead!  
Or, What a miserable life many freedom fighters lead today!  
(d) The government/authority/people/we should increase their allowances.  
(e) We should not/shouldn’t disregard/disrespect/ignore/neglect their sacrifice.

Answer to the question no-12

Speech

The Grasshopper requested/told the Ant to give him (G) a few grains of corn. He (G) added/also said that he (G) was dying of hunger. (Being shocked/Being dissatisfied/Expressing dissatisfaction) the Ant asked him (G) what he (G) had done in the summer. He (A) again asked him (G) if he (G) hadn’t stored up any corn. He (G) replied in the negative and said/added that he (G) had been too busy in singing.

Answer to the question no-13

Punctuation

“Why did you not go to school yesterday?” said the mother. “I was ill, mum,” the girl replied. “How are you today?” the mother asked again. “Well,” said the girl.

D : Writing Part

A well written dialogue with grammatical correctness written in students’ own language will get full marks.

15. Email
For email both content and form are important. Full marks should be given if all formalities are maintained. Address or phone number is not mandatory. There should not be any penalty for any examinee if there is no address of phone number. Yet, if any examinee provides them – it will not earn any extra credit or penalty.

16. Paragraph
A well-designed paragraph written in students’ own language with correct grammar, punctuation and spelling will get full marks.
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